The place for your next chapter of memories.

Overview
Padgett Place by Quartz Properties is a unique residential community of
Craftsman-inspired new construction homes located in one of the most beautiful
regions in North Carolina. Padgett Place offers homebuyers value-priced modern
living in a stunning natural setting. Your search is over…welcome home!

Extraordinary Homes. Exceptional Value.
BLACK MOUNTAIN, NORTH CAROLINA
Nestled among trees and streams, Padgett Place is located one short mile from downtown Black
Mountain, North Carolina, named The Prettiest Small Town in America by Trip Advisor. Padgett
Place features 42 stunning Craftsman-style homes. The community’s beautiful, yet affordable,
residences are custom crafted to meet the needs of value driven and eco-conscious modern
homebuyers. No expensive upgrades are required - Padgett Place homes feature solid surface
counters, LVP (luxury vinyl plank) flooring, Shaker-style cabinets, energy efficient stainlesssteel appliances, LED lighting, undermount sinks, programmable thermostats and much more.
Padgett Place is the perfect place for buyers seeking a thoughtful balance between location,
amenities, quality finishes and home price.
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Community features designed to
make living here wonderful.

COMMUNITY GARDEN
DOG PARK
OPEN SPACE
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

At Quartz Properties we build value-driven
residences that are designed for today’s
modern lifestyle.

QUARTZPROPERTIES.COM
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Lots range from 5,502 sq. ft. to 11,409 sq. ft.
Not drawn to scale. Drawing and features may vary from actual construction.
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Enjoy the quintessential mountain lifestyle
in the artistic enclave of Black Mountain.
Padgett Place Site Plan
CRAFTSMAN HOME COMMUNITY

take advantage of the enchanting mountain views while still being
close to downtown and I-40.
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Quartz Properties:
Where state-of-the-art construction meets
unparalleled craftsmanship
From initial design concepts through detailed finish work, Padgett Place homes
incorporate the highest quality materials and the most modern construction methods.
Factory-built structural systems are tailor-made to Quartz Properties’ specifications
and are then customized on-site by skilled craftsmen to produce beautiful and
thoughtfully-fashioned homes. As a result, Padgett Place residences are energyefficient, great to live in, and maintain their value over time.

ARCHITECT-DESIGNED

SYSTEM-BUILT

Quartz homes begin as conceptual drawings created

Quartz homes begin their journey inside a climate-

by our talented architects. They think about how the

controlled factory. Each task is performed by a skilled

home should live and feel and evaluate the needs of

tradesman who focuses only on their area of expertise

the people who will be living in the new community.

and each home is inspected dozens of times as it moves

The team carefully considers living space, comfort,

through the process. Keeping homes temperature

storage, openness, light, ergonomics and usability.

controlled and protected from damaging outdoor

Elements of local style and traditions are then layered

elements during construction ensures that we produce

on so that the homes evoke personal comfort,

the absolute highest quality, error free home on time

security and a sense of place.

and on budget.

PRECISION-ENGINEERED

CRAFTSMAN-COMPLETED

Quartz homes are engineered to the highest standards

Finally, Quartz homes feature finish work that is done

relying upon computer-aided precision. Strength,

on site by skilled and experienced craftsmen. From

durability and quality are planned into the design at

porches and driveways to HVAC systems, interior and

levels that always meet (and typically exceed) local

exterior finishes, and more, the team turns the house

building standards. This ensures energy efficiency and

that arrived from the factory into a gorgeous home…

minimal waste during construction. Quartz Properties is

your home. To complement their work, expert interior

so confident in this process that all homes are sold with

designers select materials, colors and fresh looks for

10-year extended structural warranties.

each home that are stylish, timeless, and accentuate
the natural beauty of the surrounding area.
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Scott Barfield | (828) 483 - 4067 | PadgettPlaceHomes.com
This is not intended to be an offer to buy real estate in Padgett Place to residents of CT, HI, ID, NY, NJ, OR, PA and SC, or in any jurisdiction where
prohibited by law. BP Black Mountain 1, LLC is the owner and developer of Padgett Place. All homesites may be subject to setbacks, easements and other
restrictions. Padgett Place reserves the right to modify the plans, materials, features and amenities described and depicted here at anytime without notice.
The information is believed to be accurate, but is not guaranteed and is subject to your independent verification. Photographs or illustrations shown may be
of locations or activities not on the property. All prices are subject to change without prior notice. Broker participation welcome. Equal housing opportunity.

